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Next Week
In phonics this term the children will be working in groups
across the year group learning the sounds they are less
familiar with.
Sessions will still be interactive and practical.
We have also started to work on letter
formation-teaching 3 letters a week.
The letters are grouped in ‘families.’
This week we have learning how to write
c, a and d which are ‘curly caterpillar
letters.’ Next week we will learning how
to write o, g and q. If you would like a
sheet of all the letters to have at home, please take one
from the wallet outside your child’s classroom.

Hazel & Willow

New LEAP!
Before half term, we talked to the children about ideas for a
new LEAP (topic). Then we met together and the children
voted for their favourite.
*Cue the drum roll…*
It’s Body LEAP!
Both Willow and Hazel have role play Doctors surgeries/
hospitals. It has been lovely to see and hear so many
different accident and
emergency scenarios being
acted out!
We’ve also asked the children
what they know about the body
already and it will interesting to
see how this develops over the
half term...

We’ve had a great time learning about 3D shapes this week
and remembering their funny names. Next week we will be
practising our adding skills and using our bodies to
Donations
help us.
If you happen to be having a sort out at any time, we would be very
grateful for any dolls or bathroom scales for our role play areas as well
In cooking we are going to be preparing and cutting
as cushions for our cosy corners. We are also in need of recycled junk
up vegetables to dip in yummy houmus!
for junk modelling.
We will discuss why eating healthily is good for our
Due to allergies however, they need to be egg/dairy/nut free. Office
bodies.
based boxes, toiletries, non dairy drink bottles, old wrapping, ribbon,
tubes etc would be very welcome!

